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dragon quest xi is still a turn-based rpg, but in the modern age of 3d visuals and real-time combat, it
also offers more than enough to keep fans satisfied. youll still be doing the same sorts of things:

defeating bosses and collecting loot, all with a simple, old-school interface, but youll be able to see
the results of your actions in real time. the lack of a central hub city also means you can explore the
world at your leisure, rather than having to run in a straight line to complete a quest. however, the

game never really feels complete. as you play, youll notice a lack of originality, with the same
dungeons, bosses, towns, and characters. thats unfortunate, because the original dragon quest

games were some of the most inventive and well-written rpg stories of their day. but, i'd be remiss if
i didn't mention that the game uses the 2016 remake of the original dragon quest as a base, so its
been updated to modern-day standards, and re-released. if you loved the original, you can enjoy it
again, and if you didnt, you can still look forward to the third game in the series, dragon quest xii.
the original fallout is a perfect, singular example of the post-apocalyptic genre. an absolute must-

have for any rpg lover, fallout made the genre jolt awake. it combined a new and (at the time)
revolutionary post-apocalyptic setting with a game that challenged players in new ways, giving them
no choice but to play their way through a series of grim quests. the gameplay came first, and fallout
took its inspiration from other post-apocalyptic games like wasteland and dayz. it also did away with

turn-based combat, and the result was a game that got better as players got more addicted. the
result was a game that was tough to beat, a game that felt like a complete game from start to finish,

a game that was tough to describe, but impossible to forget.
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